
     KÉRITY, LA MAISON DES CONTES (ELEANOR’S SECRET) is a July, 2015 LVCA dvd donation to 

the Hugh Stouppe Memorial Library of the Heritage United Methodist Church of Ligonier, 

Pennsylvania. Below is Kino Ken’s review of that dvd film. 

 

France / China / Italy   2009   color   73 minutes   feature animation drama in French with 

English subtitles and English-dubbed versions   G Kids / Gaumont-Alphanim / La Babrique / 

Lanterna Magica / Eurimages / Canal + / TF1 / TPS Star / Le Centre National de la 

Cinematographie / Région Poitou-Charentes / Du Departement de la Charente / De La Region 

Languedoc-Roussillon / Sofica Cofinova 5 / Soficinema 4   Producer: Clément Calvet 

 

14 of a possible 20 points                                                                            ***1/2 of a possible ***** 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or vocal performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

Points: 

            Direction: Dominique Monféry 

0          Editing: Cedric Chauveau 

1          Animation Camera 

0          Lighting 

1          Screenplay: Anik Le Ray   Story: Anik Le Ray, Alexandre Reverend 

2          Music: Christophe Heral*                        Music Mixer and Engineer: William Flageollet 

            Orchestrators: Mathieu Alvado and Laurent Juillet 

2          Designers: Rebecca Dautremer and Richard Despres from a development by  

            Henri Heidsieck 

2          Animators: Rémi Chayé, Rebecca Dautremer, Marco Martis, Benoit Meurzec, 

            Dominique Monféry, Telmann Morina 

            Backgrounds: Marco Martis (lead) 

            Layouts: Telmann Morina 

2          Sound: Christophe Burdet, Adam Wolny 

2          Voices Cast 

2          Creativity 

14 total points 

 

French Voices Cast: Arthur Dubois (Natanaël, age 7), Chilly Gonzales (Ogre), Prunelle Rulens 

(Alice in Wonderland), Stephane Flamant (Angelica, Natanaël’s older sister), Mathieu Moreau 

(Puss in Boots), Jeanne Moreau (Aunt Eleonore), Pierre Richard (Adrien, a neighbor of 

Eleonore’s), Peppino Capatondi (Baloo and Bluebeard), Nathalie Hugo (Cinderella),  

Alayin Dubois(The Little Match Girl), Julie Gayet (Mother of Natanaël and Angelica),  



Denis Podalydès (Father of Natanaël and Angelica), Aarica Dubois  (j) (Little Red Riding Hood), 

Liliane Rovère (Fairy Carabosse), Béatrice Wegniez (Raiponce = Rapunzel), Yves Degen 

(Captain Hook), Lorant Deutsch (The White Rabbit), Françoise Oriane (Mrs. Aubrey), others  

 

     KÉRITY: LA MAISON DES CONTES (THE HOUSE OF STORIES) opens with a view of someone’s 

personal library, darkly lit. A wordless chorus sings the film’s main theme. This is followed by 

a cutaway to an unidentified family of four setting out by car from the city of Paris. 

     Initially trapped in traffic congestion, the quartet apparently head for less densely 

populated territory. Roads become less clogged as they continue travelling away from the 

capital. When a signpost indicating distance to Kérity appears, it provides older sister an 

opportunity to belittle younger brother. She calls him an “idiot” for asking others to tell him 

how far away they are from their destination. A smart child Nataniël’s age would read that 

information himself. 

     Flashbacks follow, showing boy and grandmother together. She shares an adventure from 

a picture book with him in each scene, telling dramatically what is happening. He’s attentive, 

interested, carried away as much by her enthusiasm, perhaps, as by anything in the plot.  

     Once Nataniël asks her what is inside a locked room they walk past. Grandmother 

Eléonore tantalizingly answers he will find out some day.    

     But she dies at age ninety-nine without revealing that secret, apparently deeding her home 

to a son for his family. That son is father to Nataniël and his big sister Angelica.   

     Natanaël is puzzled and worried. Why did Grandmother will him a library full of books he 

can’t read? Yes, stories contained within them are exciting, funny, fascinating. When 

someone else is acting them out.  

     Are they useful? No. Not for him. Not now, without his cherished Grandmother to share 

them. He would much rather possess trees or Eléonore’s house itself than an enormous room 

lined with bookshelfs. Books, phooey. Stupefying horrors with pages full of teasing letters 

which refuse to stay in their proper places.  

     Instead, they tumble chaotically before his eyes, making no sense whatever. Daytime 

nightmares. That’s what they are. 

     Grandmother bequeathed sister Angelica a lovely doll. Great. She gets something to play 

with. He ends up with a frustrating headache. Life is so unfair. 

     So dejected little brother procrastinates exploring unwanted gifts locked away in a library 

only he is permitted to open. Big deal. He knows the best stories already, those about Don 

Quixote, Cinderella, Puss in Boots, Sleeping Beauty, Pinocchio, King Arthur, Peter Pan. Why 

should he bother to read them? Let Angelica do that.  

     Mom and dad forbid it, to the girl’s chagrin. Angelica is consumed by curiosity. What is on 

those dusty shelves holding Eléonore’s private collection of hardbound, illustrated volumes? 

Thanks to her stupid brother’s reluctance to visit them, she may never find out. 



     One night, as the fate of the library remains uncertain, a violent storm attacks their 

cliffside residence, leaving sections in shambles. Upkeep was going to be a problem even 

before destructive winds created more damages requiring immediate repairs. Where could 

the family ever find sufficient funds to fix everything? 

     Nataniél cleverly sees a golden opportunity to divest himself of a detested inheritance.  

Why not sell off his aunt’s old books? They ought to net at least some ready cash. Grudgingly,  

Mom and Dad agree to let local junkman Piquetou appraise them. Little do they or Nataniél 

realize the value of Eléonore’s first editions.  

     Piquetou certainly does. He plans to buy cheap. Then sell at a considerable profit. Those 

storybooks containing color illustrations in excellent condition should fetch quite a bundle. 

     Papa directs son to pick out a favorite for keeping. This requires entering the library and 

actually poring over pages. When he does, to the boy’s amazement characters inside liberate 

themselves from between covers.  

     Can Piquetou sell them anyway? Not if they remove themselves from context, creating 

entirely unfamiliar and inexplicable juxtapositions.  

     These freely travelling storybook icons inform Nataniël he must decipher a printed 

message overhead to keep them alive. By noon. Or his old fictional friends will disappear 

forever. Only true stories will remain for children to read.  

     Old perceptual problems rise to the surface, making the task seemingly impossible. To 

further complicate matters, Fairy Carabousse, always cynical, casts a spell shrinking a 

prospective savior to miniature size. Nataniél becomes yet another animated illustration, 

facing obstacles both natural and human in a race against the clock to master the art of 

reading aloud.  

     He must also find a way to hamper Piquetou’s attempts to sell off the fairytale books he 

takes on consignment. Success will require cooperation from amiable neighbor Adrien and  

suspicious Angelica. Also, reinforcement and deception from storybook characters 

themselves. 

     Can Nataniél and allies foil Piquetou’s efforts to rake in a huge profit? Watch the rest of 

this film. 

     A charming endorsement of literacy and vigorous promotion for childhood fantasy, 

ELEANOR’S SECRET benefits from a varied, lively orchestral score utilizing an offbeat 

combination of concertina, English horn, oboe, and percussion. Special effects depicting 

dyslexia are imaginatively horrifying. Undulations, inflations and metamorphoses express 

spasmodically the jumbled perceptions of sufferers. Even those not so afflicted will flinch 

from this disorienting assault. Name droppings of popular fictional heroes and heroines are 

frequent and international in range. Some, like Nils Holgersson, are better known throughout 

Europe than in this country. Others are beloved throughout the world. 



     A key line of screenplay repeats the central message of Henrik Ibsen’s play THE WILD 

DUCK: “Everyone needs dreams to survive.”  

     That’s why people go to the theater. 

     Character design and backgrounds feature bland, almost generic faces moving through, 

before, and behind dimly lit interiors of sand castles, junk warehouse, and cliffside villa. A 

fine and varied selection of camera angles project vividly emotions of fear and inadequacy 

(Nataniël), arrogance (Angelica), anticipation and slow-wittedness (the ogre), encouragement 

(Alice), surprise (toddler playing in the sand), concern (Adrien), accusation (Fairy Carabosse), 

and greed (Piquetou).  

     Voices offer winning credibility, an array of obscurer talents communicating with 

charismatic effectiveness quirky and quaint personalities. There are no malevolent beings 

here. Cooperation, courage and tolerance earn rewards. Selfishness leads to ruin.  

     Eschewing car chases, explosions, and superheros, ELEANOR’S SECRET reminds viewers 

how resourceful apparently insignificant beings can be when working together to preserve 

and share. Little people triumph here, achieving their goal through perseverance and 

intelligence rather than brute strength. 

     Detailed animation, Christophe Heral’s buoyant music, and flavorful dialogue elevate 

Dominique Monféry’s feature film above obstacles posed by a screenplay peppered with 

irrationalities. Captain Hook, Nataniél, Angelica, Fairy Carabosse, and Alice from Wonderland 

are particularly engaging to hear.  

     What other film offers a rescue mission consisting of ogre, White Rabbit with oversize 

pocket watch, an illiterate Oxonian girl, and shrunken Parisian schoolboy on summer 

vacation? 

     A superb advertisement for perpetuation of storytelling, ELEANOR’S SECRET makes 

fascinating entertainment for school-age literate viewers and their parents. It does contain 

one profanity. Both an English-dubbed option and a French subtitled one are available on the 

dvd.          

     Share this low-key production’s irresistible Gallic wittiness and rewardingly ingratiating 

conclusion with at least one favorite child.  


